REBUS REMIX - HOME EDITION by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, icon tiles which represent words, or special tiles which
alter the icon tiles. The icon tiles have drawings, and they represent words of approximately
three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the
word they represent. Once you know what an icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though they may be clued
in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters long and at least two tiles long. For
example, the tiles:

...answer the clue "Actor Nicolas". This answer is four letters long and two tiles long, and the
name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Although the [age] tile above shows an entire
birthday cake, there are red arrows pointing to the aspect of the picture that you should pay
attention to.
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icons tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
In the first round of this game, there are three point levels. For the one-point puzzles, use only
the tiles that are available in the main part of the box at the right of the clues. For the twopoint puzzles, an isolated letter appears after the clue; you must use that letter as an
additional letter tile in answering the clue, but that letter is only available for that clue. For the
three-point puzzles, one of the extra icon tiles in the shaded area of the tile box is added; you
must use that tile in answering that clue, and again you'll only have each icon for one clue.
These tiles appear in the correct order in the shaded box.
In the second round of the game, a modifier tile was introduced:
the −R tile. This tile removes the letter R from the icon tile to its
left. For example, the tiles on the right answer the clue “Dalmatian
distinuisherˮ. Only two clues in each set will use the −R tile.
This .pdf contains Game #7 of Rebus Remix, which appeared at the 2010 NPL convention in
Seattle. I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2011, Darren Rigby

GAME 7

Rebus Race 2.0
RASPBERRY tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
One piece of bacon
Spoiled kid
Ready for picking
Structural support

2 points
A level of taxes [K]
Itʼs almost a homer [L]
Most deserving of a
medal [V]
Act of retaliation [O]
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3 points
Suit material pattern [ 1 ]
Fine-tune [2]
It helps specify a
chemical formula [3]
To write with dots [4]

greatest

Rebus Race 2.0
ROSE tile set

used
cars

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Uninteresting
Mass of blood
Make a fearful face
A wild cat

2 points
Enough to make things
turn serious [S]
Dress [H]
Prize draw [T]
Non-latino [G]
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3 points
Watchmen mask image [ 1 ]
Topically-applied
liquid [2]
Expensive type of seat [3]
Taking on a fearful
posture [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
RUBY tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
2 points
1 point
Submarine sandwich A monk, among
monks [B]
Love
Stick together
Newsgroup
Part of a stair
conversation [H]
Rant [I]
Candlestick stand [C]
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3 points
Somewhat [ 1 ]
It usually had a change
machine [2]
Nash couple subject [3]
He gets charged for
doing his job [4]

Rebus Race 2.0
RUST tile set

Use at least one icon tile to answer these clues.
1 point
Hobo
Castle protector
Peel the skin off
British baby buggy

2 points
Entity in a contract [Y]
A fifth wheel? [S]
Castle protector [A]
A concise expression [I]

3 points
A seven-piece puzzle [ 1 ]
A tear [2]
Frostyʼs neighbour
Brown [3]
You paid for it by the
word [4]

sale
$$$$$

him
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Rebus Remix
BRA tile set

1 point
A shopper pushes it
Element number 10
It surrounds two scoops
Fury
3 points
Supervision
To the Chinese, it controls flooding
It can be reckless?
To separate new wool
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Rebus Remix
RING tile set

1 point
Itʼs six months from fall
It gets its own route
A bad fall
A fletcher helps make it
3 points
Two connected magazine pages
_____ to go
They play ball in PETCO Park
Figureheadʼs position
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2 points
It can be a clip-on
Deppʼs captain
Tenor, for one
A kind of knife
4 points
A community should have one
Electric, not manual
Inspiration for Marlowe
Lunar surface feature

Rebus Remix
HER tile set

1 point
Unit for diamondʼs weight
You may keep lemonade in it
This and _____
Instructor
3 points
They can be holistic
Kind of university?
Meat-based terrine ingredient
Jammie Thomas-Rasset, allegedly
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2 points
“Just the facts, maʼamˮ series
Achilles, for one
Completely cooked
A shade of greyish blue
4 points
Dickensʼs “jackalˮ
An Indian melodic pattern
The planets, once
It can have loyalty

2 points
Vindictiveness
Geological layers
The Iron Lady
A shade of brown
4 points
Begin “harmonyˮ, but not “honourˮ
Heavens
It holds potpourri, sometimes
Floor for fencing

Rebus Remix
PAR tile set

1 point
Scorched
Itʼs up to 44¢ now
_____ trouble
Your chance to play in a game
3 points
Part of a rocket propulsion system
Two-syllable gardening supply
Leach briefly, to a cook
He maintains the hull on a ship

2 points
Depreciation
A spice, like parsley or rosemary
Beyond
Reject
4 points
A rigging support
A thick soup
Stream
Do what a hack writer does

sale

3 7 4
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3.14159265
358979323846
2643383279502884

19716939937510582097
49445923078164062862

him

089986280348253421170679
821480865132823066470938
446095505822317253594081284811
174502841027019385211055596446

2294895493038196442881097566593344612847
5648233786783165271201909145648566923460
3486104543266482133936072602491412737245
8700660631558817488152092096282925409171

536436789259036001133053054882046652138414695194
151160943305727036575959195309218611738193261179
310511854807446237996274956735188575272489122793
81830119491298336733624406566430860213949463952...
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SOLUTIONS
RASPBERRY
1 PT
ST[rip]
[bra]T
[rip]E
[bra]CE

2 PT
[bra]CKET
T[rip]LE
[bra]VEST
[rip]OSTE

BRA
3 PT
[pin]ST[rip]E
C[ali][bra]TE
[sub]SC[rip]T
[bra][ill]E

ROSE
1 PT
BO[ring]
C[lot]
C[ring]E
OCE[lot]

2 PT
D[rag]NET
TEND[on]
D[on]E
[ca<\r]DET

3 PT
[car]E
D[rag][on]
A[ba<\r]ND[on]
[car]D

4 PT
[car]T[on]
[rag]A
N[on]ET
[bra]ND

2 PT
EAR[ring]
SPAR[row]
S[ing<\r]ER
PA[ring]

3 PT
SPRE[ad]
RA[ring]
P[ad]RES
P[row]

4 PT
P[ill]AR
P[ow<\r]ER
SP[ad]E
R[ill]

2 PT
S[pi]TE
ST[rat]A
T[hat[C[her]
SE[pi]A

3 PT
T[her]A[pi]ES
ST[at<\r]E
AS[pi]C
[pi][rat]E

4 PT
AS[pi][rat]E
ET[her]
SAC[he<\r]T
[pi]STE

2 PT
SP[oil][age]
S[age]
[pa<\r]ST
SP[urn]

3 PT
ST[age]
TOPS[oil]
[par]B[oil]
BOS[un<\r]

4 PT
S[par]
POT[age]
BO[urn]
POTB[oil]

RING
2 PT
SOBE[ring]
C[lot]HE
[lot]TO
G[ring]O

3 PT
[ink]B[lot]
[lot][ion]
[ring][side]
[cow]E[ring]

RUBY
1 PT
[her]O
[ad]ORE
[ad][her]E
TRE[ad]

1 PT
[car]T
NE[on]
[bra]N
[rag]E

1 PT
SP[ring]
PAR[ad]E
SP[ill]
AR[row]

HER
2 PT
BROT[her]
THRE[ad]
TIR[ad]E
TORC[her]E

3 PT
[rat][her]
[arc][ad]E
[pan]T[her]
T[ore][ad]OR

RUST
1 PT
2 PT
T[ram]P
[par]TY
[ram][par]T S[par]E
[par]E
[par]APET
P[ram]
EPIG[ram]

1 PT
[car]AT
PITC[her]
T[hat]
TEAC[her]

PAR
3 PT
[tan]G[ram]
[ram]P[age]
[par][son]
TE[leg][ram]

1 PT
B[urn]T
POST[age]
T[oil]
T[urn]

